MPI-1x
Meter sensor technology

MPI-1x sensor overview

Usually in market today, there are gas and water meter sensors which are using
the proximity switch technology.
This solution is sensitive to magnetic interference and meter tampering
attempts, which requires additional switches inside the sensor for tampering
detection.
In addition, this requires meter adaptations with a build in magnetic material
during meter manufacturing stage or in the final process, which is naturally
causing higher meter costs.

A unique low cost IR meter sensor the MPI-1x model was developed, for
transferring meter gearing revolution into an output of pulses. The sensor is
based on an IR reflective transceiver, sensing the brilliant mark on gas and
water meter gearing, generally used for laboratory accuracy test.
Electromechanical meters are modified by replacing the meter cover on site
with a new one, equipped with a sensor kit, sensing a black paper taped on
meter disc.
The sensor module is able to interfacing with any AMR front end unit and
suited especially with the Spot™ NTR end node device.

On-site metering modification has the benefit of substantial cost savings by
avoiding meters replacement, when using low-cost infrared meter sensors,
which are tamper safe, insensible to daylight interference and mounted
externally on water and gas meters.
The modification procedure is short, simple, requires no special tools, ends up
with sealing the meter, and approved by authorities regulation.

Features
 MPI-1x is an intelligent two wire electric gas/water meter sensor based on
an infrared reflective technology, interfacing with the Spot™ and the
 Mounted on site externally to the meter without the need for special tools.
 Meter tampering safe, resists any magnetic and light interference with
Processing of cable tamper.
 Versions of small register sensors with external supply, low consumption and
various interfacing as; DLMS, I2C, RS232 etc. may be available on request.

Specifications
 Interface - Two wires current source with;
Pulse on - 20mA*
Pulse off: 4mA*
*(For Eastman Kodak black test card with 20% diffused reflectance)
 Voltage source with series sense resistor – 3.5V-5V
external resistor - 60 - 140Ω
 Optimal sensing distance – 6mm.
 Pulse condition rise time/fall time: 10µSec
 Daylight filter
 Optional models for stand alone sensors with dynamic duty cycle with average
current < 8µA (dependable by sample rate)
 Maximum sensor cable length to interface with AMR devices > 20 m

Typical application

One of a typical AMR application interfacing with the MPI-1x is the sensor use in a
switch mode for reducing sense current, especially in power failure or battery
operated modes for expanding sensor resistance to any light interference.
Fig. 1 shows an application for the MPI-1x where a logic pulse VR1 with a
minimum duty cycle of 50µSec/25mSec is sensed on the R1 resistor by an A/D
converter according to sensor’s state current source of 4mA- 20mA
Such sample rate with 0.2% duty cycle gives an extremely average low sense
current of 8µA at power failure or battery operated mode.
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Typical application for AMR interfacing with meter sensor

